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We would like to thank referee 2 for her/his review of the manuscript and7

her/his constructive criticism. Comments by the referee are colored in blue, our8

replies are colored in black.9

This paper addresses a topic of significant current research, namely10

quantifying the effect of aerosols on cloud properties. The authors note the11

importance of local meteorology in determining the properties of clouds and12

that as meteorological factors are also correlated to aerosol properties, this can13

obscure the influence of aerosols on cloud properties. To explore the role of14

meteorology and aerosols, they make use of an artificial neural network (ANN)15

to examine the sensitivity of cloud properties to different predictors. Similar to16

previous studies, they show that meteorology is a strong control on the cloud17

properties, such that the cloud properties can be accurately predicted on a18

monthly timescale using reanalysis data and observed aerosol properties.19

I think that this paper is a good addition to the literature on this topic,20

presenting a new way to investigate the drivers of cloud properties. However,21

there are a couple of points, listed below, that I think should be clarified22

before publication. I particular, I think that using monthly data rather than23

daily/instantaneous data must be better justified. It would also make the paper24

stronger if the ANN method was compared to a more comparable statistical25

technique, such as a multiple linear regression across meteorological parameters.26

This might help to highlight the benefits of using an ANN, especially if it27

results in a different sensitivity of cloud properties to aerosol. Following these28

changes, I feel that this article would be suitable for publication in Atmospheric29

Chemistry and Physics.30

We respond to each point individually below.31

32
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Main points33

1) While some previous studies have used monthly data for investigations into34

aerosol-cloud interactions, this disguises a lot of the variability in the cloud35

field and focuses on very large scale changes in cloud properties. The effect36

of seasonal variations can generate non-causal relationships between cloud37

properties and meteorological factors that might be accounted for if the study38

was done on a sub-seasonal scale using higher temporal resolution data. Can39

the authors explain why monthly data is used in this case and why daily data40

is unsuitable?41

With this study, we specifically aim at analyzing the aerosol-cloud-climate42

system at a very large scale (’system scale’). The monthly time scale is used43

here, as a) this enables a focus on the large-scale patterns and relationships44

and b) GCM output is also at a monthly time scale, so that future comparisons45

between our observationally-based results and GCMs can be conducted. We46

acknowledge the ’non-causal relationship’ argument by referee 2 by using only a47

very limited number predictors in ANNs that have previously been shown to be48

the main drivers of liquid-water clouds. The results of the ANNs are physically49

plausible (signs, magnitudes and regional patterns of the sensitivities) and50

give another line of independent evidence that strengthens the confidence in51

our current system understanding. That being said, we cannot exclude the52

possibility that some of the observed relationships might be in part non-causal53

(which is true for other averaging time scales as well).54

55

2) The use of an ANN seems to give a large improvement over just using AOD56

as a predictive variable for cloud properties. However, I am not sure this is a57

suitable comparison, as AOD is rarely assumed to be a good predictive variable58

for cloud properties on its own. As better comparison would be the predictive59
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ability of (log) AOD on its own using a linear regression and from the ANN.60

Alternatively a comparison of a multiple linear regression and an ANN for pre-61

dicting the cloud properties could show the added utility of using an ANN over62

existing methods. This might then highlight further useful properties of the63

ANN - for example, does it show a stronger (or weaker) sensitivity of cloud64

properties to aerosols when compared to current methods?65

We probably did not communicate the intention of this figure with sufficient66

clarity: This figure was simply intended to show how well a combination of67

aerosol and meteorological conditions can explain the variance of cloud prop-68

erties (multi-variate statistics) as opposed to a simple bivariate approach. We69

have added results of a multiple linear regression using all the ANN predictors70

to the figure as suggested to illustrate the skill of the ANN vs. another multi-71

variate method. The comparison of the results of the multiple linear regression72

and the ANN suggests that the ANN is an appropriate method to be used in73

this context. As suggested, we have switched from using the AOD to the AI74

and used log(AI) for this figure.75
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Figure 1: Predictand correlation with ANN (multivariate) test output, multiple
linear regression (multivariate) and log(AI) (bivariate).
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3) How do regional ANNs compare to a single global model? Presumably if76

enough meteorological parameters can be included, a single global model should77

be able to predict cloud properties everywhere. Requiring different models in78

different locations would then indicate that some meteorological parameter is79

missing from the ANN. A global pattern of the accuracy of the ANN might then80

give an indicator as to which parameters should be included. The ANN might81

be expected to differ as a function of cloud type, but perhaps a separate model82

for each cloud type (e.g. Gryspeerdt and Stier, 2012 or Oreopoulos et al., 2016)83

might be useful.84

If one trains a single global model to predict CLF, using the same predictors85

and model setup as for the regional ANNs, it cannot predict CLF as well as86

most regional ANNs (R2 of global model ≈ 0.45; median of regional ANNs87

> 0.60). While adding additional predictors to the global ANN could still88

improve the skill of the model, it is unrealistic to think that a single model89

could represent clouds as well as regional models can (it would also increase the90

probability of non-causal relationships). Regional ANNs are superior, as they91

are able to reproduce the regionally varying predictor-predictand relationships92

(c.f. fig. 6 in the manuscript). These regional differences would be blurred or93

missed completely when using a single global ANN. Regional ANNs also have94

the advantage that knowledge on typical regional characteristics (e.g. aerosol95

species composition) can be included in the interpretation of the results (as in96

Andersen et al., 2016). That being said, cloud type-specific ANNs seem to be97

an interesting idea for future work.98

Minor points99

P2L9: Perhaps only e.g. is necessary100

We agree and have changed the manuscript accordingly.101
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102

P2L24: Why is the 2.1um effective radius used with the 3.7um LWP retrieval?103

We have changed the cloud products used (see our response below).104

105

P2L29: Is the liquid fraction a suitable measure of cloud fraction, as it depends106

on the overlying ice cloud fraction? The authors could consider using cases107

where only liquid cloud exists in a gridbox, as this would remove this source of108

uncertainty.109

After internal and peer discussions, we have decided to run the ANN with110

monthly means of single layer clouds only. While the results are nearly111

identical, the argument is valid, so that we only use single layer cloud products112

the current version of the manuscript.113

114

P3L4: AOD is proportional to CCN (at least at some scales, see Andreae,115

2009), it is just not a direct measurement (the same as with mass, as it also116

depends on aerosol optical properties)117

Yes, we agree. We have corrected this in the revised manuscript.118

119

P3L7: Many recent studies have used aerosol index (AOD times angstrom expo-120

nent) or a reanalysis aerosol parameter (e.g. Lebsock et al., 2008; McCoy et al.,121

2016). As these have been shown to more accurately predict cloud properties,122

they might further improve the skill of the ANN. Although MODIS AI is not123

necessarily accurate over land (Levy et al., 2013), it could be used over ocean124

in this study.125

For this study, we used the newest version of MODIS products available, collec-126

tion 6 (C6). In C6, the MODIS Ångström exponent (needed for the computation127

of the aerosol index as it is the product of AOD and the Ångström exponent) has128
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been discontinued in level 3 (L3) data (p. 3018 Levy et al., 2013). We believe129

that for this and for other reasons, other recent studies also use the AOD as a130

proxy for CCN (e.g. Chakraborty et al., 2016; Stathopoulos et al., 2017; Patel131

et al., 2017). We agree with the referee though that the aerosol index might132

be a more appropriate measure for CCN and have thus chosen to compute the133

Ångström exponent (550 and 867nm) ourselves to use aerosol index instead of134

AOD in the ANN. The following figures 2 and 3 are the new results of the ANN135

when using AI instead of AOD. The spatial patterns in ANN skill, as well as the136

mean global sensitivities are nearly identical (cf. figures 3 and 5 in the original137

ACPD manuscript).138

Figure 2: Global patterns of ANN skill as in the manuscript; AI has been used
instead of AOD.

Small differences can be observed in the regional patterns of ANN sensitivi-139

ties (fig. 4) to AI vs. AOD. The CLF sensitivity to AI is higher in the Southeast140

Atlantic than its sensitivity to AOD in that specific region. The Southeast At-141

lantic is of course dominated by biomass-burning aerosols, which are mostly fine142

mode and thus feature a relatively larger AI than AOD. The sensitivity of CDR143
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Figure 3: Global mean relative sensitivities as in the manuscript; AI has been
used instead of AOD.

to AI differs from its sensitivity to AOD in regions that are dominated by desert144

dust. Dust is relatively coarse, so that the AI would be disproportionally lower145

than the AOD in these regions, which might explain the differences between the146

sensitivities of the two.147
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Figure 4: Differences in sensitivities of CLF and CDR to AI (left-hand column)
vs. AOD (right-hand column).

P3L13: It is definitely a good idea to investigate variables that have been148

previously used in aerosol-cloud studies. Koren et al., (2010) might also provide149

some useful guidance here. Although it was focussed on looking at convective150

clouds, some of the results (e.g. Figs. 8,9) might help decide which variables151

should be included in the ANN).152

We agree that additional variables (e.g. geopotential height, horizontal winds)153

might improve the ANN performance in some regions. Our goal in predictor154

selection was to minimize the number of predictors to a few key variables, in155

order to prevent covaration between the predictors. Also, additional predictors156

increase the probability of highlighting non-causal relationships.157

158

P4L33: Is there any significance behind using five hidden nodes?159

After thorough testing, five hidden nodes appeared to be a good global number.160

In general, the optimum number of nodes is dependent on the problem at hand.161

The number of nodes needed is connected to the complexity of the relationships,162

the amount of noise in the data and the amount of training data available. Too163
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many nodes can lead to overfitting and poor generalization, whereas the ANN164

may not converge to a global minimum when too few nodes are used (Gardner165

and Dorling, 1998). We found that while regional ANNs may differ, five nodes166

where a reasonable choice, as additional nodes typically only marginally, if at167

all, increased model skill. To illustrate this, figure 5 is an example of the effect168

of the number of hidden nodes on ANN skill in the Southeast Atlantic region.169

This figure is obviously not the basis for our decision to use 5 nodes, but is170

intended to illustrate a typical example for the dependence of a regional ANN171

skill on the number of hidden nodes.172
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Figure 5: Example (Southeast Atlantic) for the effect of the number of hidden
nodes in the ANN.

P5L7: Are the sensitivities calculated using the local variation of meteorological173

values, or the same artificial values globally? If the relationship is non-linear174

and the mean values of the meteorological variables vary across the globe, this175

could strongly affect the calculated sensitivity.176

This sentence was intended to describe how sensitivities can generally be177

computed with an ANN. In the text passage further down (P5L14), we describe178
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how sensitivities are computed in this study. To answer your question: Yes,179

the sensitivities are calculated using the local variation of meteorological values180

(’grid cell specific mean values’). In the revised version of the manuscript, we181

will attempt to describe both text passages more clearly.182

183

P5L14: I am not sure I understand this sentence (which might explain my184

previous query?)185

We compute ANN-predicted outputs for two groups of input data:186

• All grid-cell specific retrievals of a specific predictor smaller than its 25th187

percentile.188

• All grid-cell specific retrievals of a specific predictor greater than its 75th189

percentile.190

In all cases, all other predictors are held constant at their grid-cell specific191

mean values. We then compute the average of both groups of ANN-predicted192

outputs. The difference between the two averages is defined as the sensitivity193

of the predictand to the specific predictor that was varied. We will try to more194

clearly describe this in the revised version of the manuscript.195

196

P5L20: If the other meteorological factors in the ANN are held constant, does197

this produce a different result for the simple sensitivity? (see main point)198

We have tested this for the sensitivity of CLF to AI. As above, we have also199

used data from the the Southeast Atlantic for this example. We found that the200

sensitivity (linear slope of AI-CLF relationship) of CLF to AI is ≈ 40 % lower in201

the ANN than in the observations. This is, of course, because in the sensitivity202

of the ANN, the other predictors are held constant, constraining their effect on203

CLF. This corresponds rather well to Gryspeerdt et al. (2016) who found that204

the sensitivity of CLF to AOD is reduced even further (80 %) when including205
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information on CDNC along the causal pathway of the AOD-CLF relationship.206

207

P6L7: As I understand it previous work focusses on the sensitivity as this is208

related to the strength of the cloud response to aerosol. It is not often assumed209

that aerosols can explain much of the variability in cloud properties which210

might explain the low skill here.211

Yes, we agree. This figure is not intended to illustrate sensitivities, but that we212

are in a space of large uncertainty when we derive sensitivities using bivariate213

methods. Using a multivariate approach (also the case for multiple regression,214

as outlined above) we are capturing more of the aerosol-cloud climate system.215

The derived sensitivities might thus be more reliable.216

217

P7L1: Perhaps another measure of skill might be useful in addition to the R2?218

It could be argued that the skill in the shallow cumulus regions is quite good,219

in that the ANN (presumably) gets the cloud properties roughly right (the rms220

error might be small)?221

Yes, indeed, we also looked at the relative RMSE. Actually, the a combination222

of relative RMSE and R2 thresholds (P7L4) are used to select the regions that223

are used for the computation of sensitivities (marked with a ’+’ in the maps).224

The relative RMSE and R2 are basically invertly related.225

226

P7L4: Does this removal of the poor skill models bias the results, perhaps as227

a function of meteorology (as would appear to be the case from the maps in228

Fig. 3)229

The computed sensitivities are only valid for the regions and are not intended230

to be ”global” in that sense.231

232
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P7L9: How does these sensitivities compare to previous results? Several studies233

have calculated AOD-CF or AOD-droplet number concentration sensitivities234

which could be compared here (e.g. Quaas et al (2008), Grandey et al. (2012),235

Gryspeerdt et al. (2016))236

We compute the sensitivity a slightly different way, so a straight-forward237

comparison is not possible. However, in a similar way that Gryspeerdt et al.238

(2016) constrain the aerosol-CLF relationship with CDNC, the ANN constrains239

the aerosol-cloud relationships by meteorology. In the updated version of the240

manuscript, we will include comparisons to sensitivities found by other recent241

studies.242

243

P12L3: Are the covariations really spurious? The argument here is not that244

the covariations don’t exist, but that they are not representative of the causal245

relationship. I would suggest that if ’direct physical relationship’ was replaced246

with ’causal relationship’, this could instead mention the issue of confounding247

variables, similar to Gryspeerdt et al.,(2016).248

We will restructure this text passage in the updated version of the manuscript.249

250

P12L4: To what extent has using RH in the ANN accounted for this effect?251

As shown in figure 6 within this document, the sensitivity of CLF to AI252

is weakened in the ANN, probably due to the meteorological constrains of253

the model. These are hard to track down to a single predictor, though254

(e.g. RH). It is likely that the main confounding factor for this relationship is255

RH and that most of the change in AI-CLF sensitivity is due to constraining RH.256

257
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